Interactions between Catanionic Vesicles and Oppositely Charged Polyelectrolytes—Phase Behavior and Phase Structure
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ABSTRACT: Structural and phase behavior effects resulting from the addition of a polyelectrolyte to a solution of oppositely charged vesicles are investigated in this work. Two cationic polyelectrolytes derived from hydroxyethylcellulose were used: JR400, a homopolymer, and Quatrisoft LM200, a polymer modified with alkyl side chains. The vesicles are composed of mixed anionic surfactant (sodium dodecyl sulfate) and cationic surfactant (didodecyldimethylammonium bromide), bearing 29 mol % of the cationic amphiphile. The phase behavior for the two mixed polymer—surfactant systems was investigated for polymer concentrations between 0.001 and 3 wt%. Three main regions were found in the two-phase maps, upon polymer addition: (i) a bluish solution phase; (ii) a wide region of phase separation, containing a precipitate and a solution; and (iii) a polymer—rich gel region, forming upon charge reversal of the system. Cryo-TEM imaging of the solution phase shows the formation of faceted vesicles and disclike aggregates, upon addition of JR400. For the LM200 system, besides the formation of faceted vesicles, clusters of vesicles and other bilayer structures are imaged. In the polymer—rich phase of JR400, membrane fragments, disclike aggregates, and vesicles are also found. These bilayer aggregates are likely to be involved with the polymer in highly connected networks, giving rise to the observed bluish gels. Electrostatic interactions, reinforced by hydrophobic interactions in the case of LM200, are the main driving force for the structural transitions observed.

1. Introduction

Aqueous polymer—vesicle systems constitute a type of mixed colloidal system which has been under intensive experimental research in the last two decades. The polymers may comprise synthetic polymers or biological macromolecules such as proteins, polysaccharides, and nucleic acids. The mixed biopolymer—liposome systems are good model systems for living cells since these are systems for drug delivery.5 Nonadsorbing polymers, such as poly(ethylene)glycol (PEG), can induce aggregation and fusion of vesicles.4 Aqueous polymer—vesicle systems constitute a type of mixed colloidal system which has been under intensive experimental research in the last two decades. The polymers may comprise synthetic polymers or biological macromolecules such as proteins, polysaccharides, and nucleic acids. The mixed biopolymer—liposome systems are good model systems for living cells since these are systems for drug delivery.5 Nonadsorbing polymers, such as poly(ethylene)glycol (PEG), can induce aggregation and fusion of vesicles.4 Aqueous polymer—vesicle systems constitute a type of mixed colloidal system which has been under intensive experimental research in the last two decades. The polymers may comprise synthetic polymers or biological macromolecules such as proteins, polysaccharides, and nucleic acids. The mixed biopolymer—liposome systems are good model systems for living cells since these are systems for drug delivery.5 Nonadsorbing polymers, such as poly(ethylene)glycol (PEG), can induce aggregation and fusion of vesicles.4
gel formation, at high polymer concentrations. The polycations used consist of the homopolymer JR400 and the hydrophobically modified polymer LM200. Charged sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-rich vesicles, characterized in a previous work, display suitable properties for this study. The vesicles are essentially small and unilamellar, form spontaneously in water, and remain as a stable phase with time. In a previous short communication we presented a preliminary account of the features of the phase behavior and the imaging of microstructures for these mixed polymer–vesicle systems. In the current paper, a more comprehensive investigation of the same issues is reported.

The interactions between polymers and oppositely charged surfactants in general have been comprehensively reviewed. In these types of mixtures, associative phase separation is the ruling phenomenon and it consists either of coacervation or precipitation. Coacervation involves a liquid–liquid phase separation, in which one of the liquids is highly concentrated in both polymer and surfactant and the other is a very dilute solution. In the case of precipitation, the concentrated phase is of solidlike character, with either crystalline or amorphous structure. The phase behavior of the systems JR400–SDS and LM200–SDS has been thoroughly studied. A cryo-TEM investigation of the solution and heterogeneous regions for the JR400–SDS system is also reported. While the systems investigated in this work bear some analogy with the latter polymer–surfactant systems, they also present some important differences. In this work, (i) polymer is added to a solution of preformed aggregates (vesicles), where the surfactant monomer concentration is low and thus kinetic aspects may play an important role. (ii) The surfactant consists of an anionic surfactant–cationic surfactant mixture at a fixed mixing ratio. (iii) Thus, both polymer–surfactant and surfactant–surfactant systems of opposite charges are simultaneously present. To emphasize the fact that the surfactant consists of a catanionic mixture, the current polymer–surfactant systems will be referred to as polymer–catanionic systems.

II. Experimental Section

1. Materials. Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and didodecyl(dimethylammonium) bromide (DDAB), of high purity, were obtained from BDH and Tokyo Kasei, respectively, and used without further purification (Figure 1a). The two cationic polyelectrolytes used, JR400 (a homopolymer) and Quatrisoft LM200 (a polymer modified with hydrophobic chains), are manufactured by Union Carbide Chemicals and Plastics Company, Inc. Both macromolecules are derivatives of HEC (hydroxyethyl cellulose) in the chloride salt form, and their HEC backbone. The charge density of LM200 is lower than that of JR400, and its molecular weight is approximately 100 000. An aqueous solution of 1% w/w of this polymer bears a charge concentration of 10 mm. JR400 is an N,N,N-trimethylammonium derivative with a molecular weight of approximately 500 000. An aqueous solution of 1% w/w of this polymer bears a charge concentration of 10 mm. LM200 is an N,N,N-dimethyl-N-dodecylammonium derivative with a molecular weight of approximately 100 000. The dodecyl hydrophobic side chain is attached to the polymer backbone through the quaternary ammonium bearing the charge, which makes the structure of the macromolecule resemble that of a cationic surfactant (DOTAC) attached by the headgroup to a HEC backbone. The charge density of LM200 is lower than that of JR400, with a 1% w/w aqueous solution bearing a charge concentration of about 2 mm. The degree of hydrophobic modification is 5.4 hydrophobic chains per 100 sugar residues. The relevant structural parameters for the two polymers are listed in Table 1 (see also Figure 3).

2. Sample Preparation and Phase Diagram Determination. The polymer–surfactant samples were mixed by weight from a polyelectrolyte solution and a surfactant solution containing catanionic SDS/DDAB vesicles. A stock vesicle solution was prepared with a total surfactant concentration of C = CSDS + CDDBA = 55 mm and a DDAB molar fraction in the mixture of XDDAB = CDDBA/CSDS + CDDBA = 0.29. This stock solution was prepared by volume from a SDS micellar solution and a DDAB carefully homogenized dispersion, as described previously. Proper mixing of the polymer–surfactant solutions was ensured by initial vigorous hand shaking followed by continuous end-over-end shaking for at least 48 h. Samples with higher polymer concentration were heated at 40–50 °C for a few hours and then centrifuged mildly. In the LM200–catanionic system, a significant observation is that equilibration of all monophasic samples with polymer concentration higher than 0.1 wt % required heating to 40–50 °C. After preparation at room temperature, the viscous solution samples obtained appeared initially hazy and the gel samples showed a mixture of cloudy domains and clear gel areas. After heating, all samples became clear and homogeneous and remained so with time, at room temperature. Equilibrated samples in both systems were viewed between crossed polaroids in order to check for birefringence. The presence of crystals and liquid crystals was checked by light microscopy.

3. Cryogenic Transmission Electron Microscopy (Cryo-TEM). Cryo-TEM was used for structural studies in the solution and gel phases. Vitrified samples were prepared and imaged according to the usual procedure. The sample is placed in the controlled environment vitrification chamber at room temperature, where relative humidity is kept close to saturation to prevent water evaporation from the sample. A 5 μL drop of the solution is put on a carbon-coated holey film supported by a TEM copper grid. After gently blotting the drop...
with filter paper in order to create a thin liquid film over the grid, it is rapidly plunged into liquid ethane at its melting temperature, so that a vitrified film is obtained. The vitrified specimen is then transferred under liquid nitrogen environment by use of a cold stage unit (Model 626, Gatan Inc., Warrendale, PA) into the electron microscope. A Philips CM 120 Bio-twin microscope was used, specially designed for handling cryogenic samples. The lens system gives maximum contrast and sufficient resolution for biological samples (3.4 Å). The digital acquisition of images allows the possibility of in situ improvement of the image quality (if appropriately handled) and, importantly, of subsequent image processing.

4. Rheology. Preliminary rheological measurements were carried out for viscous solutions and gels which displayed a bluish translucence in the surfactant—JR400 system. A controlled stress rheometer Carri-Med CSL 100, of cone–plate geometry, equipped with automatic gap setting, was used. The experiments were performed as frequency sweeps in the range 0.01–10 Hz at a constant strain. Torque sweeps were previously run for all samples to ensure the choice of a strain value (not the mean linear repeat distance) is given in nanometers for both polymers. The net negatively charged SDS/DDAB vesicle is also shown with a radius of 10 nm, drawn approximately in scale with polymer length scales.

III. Results

1. Approach Taken and Phase Behavior Overview. The determination of the phase behavior was carried out by gradual addition of cationic polyelectrolyte to the surfactant solution containing previously assembled cationic SDS-rich vesicles. The procedure is schematically depicted in Figure 2. The total surfactant concentration in the polymer—vesicle mixture, Cv0, was varied in the range of 5–50 mm, corresponding to a dilution path between 1.0 and 0.1 wt % SDS spanning the vesicle-only solution region (Figure 2). The composition of XDDAB = 0.29 lies midway in the range of XDDAB for the vesicle region.25 The difficulty in presenting the phase behavior study of polymer—vesicle mixture already is a four-component system for which the triangular phase diagram is an approximate representation (strictly accurate only for the location of single-phase regions).28 The presence of an additional component, the cationic polyelectrolyte, which can chemically interact with one of the surfactants, the anionic SDS, brings about further complexity to the dimensionality of the system, in terms of the phase rule. Thus a generic phase behavior will be presented in phase maps—log-log plots of polymer weight percent vs total surfactant concentration, in millimol—where the single phase and multiphase regions experimentally found are indicated (Figures 4 and 5).

The polymer—free vesicular solutions have been characterized in detail previously.25 They contain a large concentration of relatively small and polydisperse unilamellar vesicles, with diameters in the range of 20–70 nm and an average size of ca. 30 nm. The vesicles have a smooth, spherical shape. A very small fraction of giant vesicular aggregates (1–40 μm), mainly unilamellar vesicles in the range of 0.8–3 μm, is also present.25 Dilution within the vesicle region (Cv = 5–50 mm) does not induce any detectable changes in shape and average size of the vesicles. The maximal volume fraction enclosed by the vesicles is of ca. 0.10, at Cv = 58 mm, as probed by water self-diffusion.25 The existence region of the vesicles is limited. For Cv > 58 mm and Cv < 5 nm, heterogeneous regions occur. In particular, for Cv < 5 mm, a precipitate appears in equilibrium with the bluish vesicular solution, thus setting a lower stability limit for the single solution region of vesicles. Nevertheless, the phase behavior of the polymer—surfactant mixture has also been investigated between 1 and 5 mm (cf. Figures 4 and 5), since
we wanted to examine the influence of the polyelectrolyte on the precipitate–vesicle equilibrium.

A schematic view of the colloidal length scales involved in the current polymer–surfactant systems is presented in Figure 3. A vesicle with a typical diameter of 20 nm is shown in scale with the mean charge-to-charge contour lengths of both polyelectrolytes (Table 1): 2 nm for JR400 and 10 nm for LM200. The LM200 molecule has on average 20 hydrophobic side chains. This means that the average contour length of one LM200 chain is on the order of 200 nm. JR400 has on average 500 charges per chain, implying a mean contour length for the molecule of about 1 μm.

Since electrostatic interactions are at play in the mixed systems investigated here, the description of the phase behavior can be made in terms of the molar fraction of polymer charge in the mixture, defined as

\[ f_{P+} = \frac{C_{P+}}{C_{P+} + C_{S-}} \]

where \( C_{P+} \) is the molal concentration of polymer charge and \( C_{S-} \) is the molal concentration of net surfactant charge, i.e., \( C_{S-} = C_{SDS} - C_{DDAB} \). The full straight lines drawn in the phase maps (Figures 4 and 5) correspond to charge neutrality in the system; i.e., \( f_{P+} = 0.50 \). Thus, below the line the system is net negatively charged—owing to the surfactant—and above it, it is net positively charged—owing to the polymer.

It can be seen in Figures 4 and 5 that upon polymer addition to the surfactant solution, three main regions are found: (i) a solution single phase, which can only take up a relatively small amount of polymer (surfactant-rich phase); (b) a wide region of phase separation, containing a precipitate and a solution, present up to a slight excess of polymer charge in the system; and (c) a gel region after redissolution of the precipitate (polymer–rich phase). The phase separation observed in our systems is, as expected, of the associative type: a concentrated phase in both polymer and surfactant—a precipitate—is in equilibrium with a solution dilute with respect to both species.

(a) JR400–Catonic System. As shown in Figure 4, a single phase region consisting of a bluish turbid solution is still found upon polymer addition until a certain value of \( f_{PP} \) is attained. Above this value, henceforth termed \( f_{PP} \), a two-phase region appears consisting of a white solidlike precipitate and a liquid supernatant. A phase boundary is thus defined, referred to as the lower precipitation boundary, LP-boundary. It is evident from the profile of the LP-boundary in Figure 4 that \( f_{PP} \) rises sharply with surfactant concentration—for example, at \( C_S = 20 \text{ mm} \), \( f_{PP} \approx 0.007 \) while at \( C_S = 40 \text{ mm} \), \( f_{PP} \approx 0.15 \) (the maximum value obtained).

A significant observation is that the macroscopic appearance of the supernatant liquid changes with the concentration of added polymer, within the two-phase region. At lower polymer concentrations, the supernatant is a bluish turbid solution, which suggests that large aggregates (either surfactant-only or mixed polymer–surfactant) are present. Closer to the charge neutralization line the liquid is clear and of low viscosity, appearing like a very dilute solution. A dashed line inside the two-phase region has been tentatively drawn, separating the two types of samples.

Addition of polymer at a concentration slightly higher than that for neutralization results in the formation of another single phase region. Hence an upper boundary for the two-phase region is found, designated here as the UP-boundary—upper precipitation boundary. The line is parallel and close to the charge neutralization line, thus denoting that the “redissolution” of the polymer–surfactant precipitate occurs at a constant molar fraction of polymer charge, found to be \( f_{PP} \approx 0.54 \). The two-phase region bears an asymmetry with respect to the neutralization line: a small excess of polymer charge (4 mol %) is needed to solubilize the precipitate, whereas a much larger excess of surfactant charge (a minimum of 35 mol %) is required to bring about the same effect. The trend is typical in polymer–surfactant mixtures of opposite charge, as exemplified by the JR400–SDS29 and LM200–SDS39 mixtures. Interestingly, within a small range of polymer concentrations above the charge neutralization line, the samples consist of a turbid, bluish, relatively viscous liquid (filled squares in Figure 4). After some days, these dispersions slowly phase-separate into two liquids, implying that a narrow coacervation (liquid–liquid two-phase) region is present here. The upper liquid is clear and low viscous, whereas the bottom is a viscous turbid solution.

In the polymer–rich single phase, the samples display slightly different macroscopic behavior, depending on their composition (Figure 4). For lower surfactant concentrations, the samples consist of highly viscous solutions, which flow slowly under gravity. At higher polymer or surfactant content the samples are best described as gels, flowing very slowly under gravity. A striking feature of these solution/gel samples is their bluish translucence, giving indication that they contain aggregates or colloidal domains large enough to scatter visible light. Another significant observation is that for \( C_S = 1–5 \text{ mm} \), where the surfactant–surfactant system shows a precipitate, addition of polymer charge beyond neutralization removes the precipitate and induces the formation of highly viscous solutions. The solubilization of the cationic precipitate in presence of polymer reveals the strong character of the polymer–surfactant association.

(b) LM200–Catonic System. The phase behavior for the LM200–surfactant system (Figure 5) presents some similarities to that of the JR400–surfactant system. A sequence of solution region—precipitation—“redissolution” is also observed upon polymer...
addition. However, some distinctive features between the two polymer—catanionic systems are apparent. The LP-boundary in the LM200 system can be reasonably fitted to a straight line in a linear—linear plot (which shows as a slightly curved line in the log—log map in Figure 5), thus lying parallel to the charge neutralization line. In other words, this means that $f_{pp}$ is practically independent of surfactant concentration ($f_{pp} \approx 0.001$), in contrast with the J R400 system.

Similar to the J R400 system, a line can be drawn inside the two-phase region (dashed line in Figure 5), separating samples where the supernatant is bluish and slightly viscous (lower area) from those where it is clear and not viscous (upper area). The precipitate is of white solidlike nature. For a concentration of polymer slightly above the equivalent charge concentration, phase-separated samples show a viscous gel in equilibrium with a clear liquid. No coacervation region is observed, in contrast to the J R400 system. The UP-boundary occurs at a constant $f_{pp}$, value of about 0.57. Since this value is noticeably similar to that observed in the J R400 system, it can be concluded that electrostatics are the driving force for phase separation in this region.

It was also observed that (i) gel formation occurs at values of excess polymer charge comparatively lower than those for the J R400 system and also at much lower surfactant concentration (cf. sample at 1 wt % and $C_S = 2$ mM in Figure 5); (ii) the gels are much more viscous than those observed for J R400 at comparable polymer charge and $C_S$ (the gels do not flow under gravity). At $C_S < 5$ mm and at excess polymer charge, the polymer induces solubilization of the SDS/DDAB precipitate, similar to the J R400 system. Moreover, gels can be found at much lower surfactant concentrations, for example at $C_S = 2–3$ mm (Figure 5).

2. Overview of Microstructural Investigation.

The aggregation microstructure in the bluish solution phase and in the polymer—rich phase observed in the polymer—catanionic systems was investigated by direct imaging with the cryo-TEM method. For the surfactant—rich solution phase, the goal was to probe the structural effect of the polyelectrolyte on the surfactant vesicle bilayer, which ultimately leads to phase separation with the formation of a solidlike precipitate. For the polymer—rich phase, it was of interest to investigate the presence of vesicular or other type of surfactant aggregates responsible for the gellike behavior. The observations made are summarized in Tables 2 and 3, in which the different aggregate structures detected and their relative abundance are presented. The location of the investigated samples in the phase maps in Figures 4 and 5 is given by the numbers. While at macroscopic scale each sample displays a single isotropic phase, at a microscopic level there is in general a polydispersity of self-assembled structures, not only in size for a particular geometry but, significantly, in terms of a variety of coexisting aggregate structures. However, in most cases, it is possible to identify the dominant type of aggregate form and its characteristic size. So, upon polymer addition there is typically a progressive evolution from a given state of aggregation to another, in general accompanied by the replacement of the dominant structure. Since the polymer is oppositely charged to the surfactant bilayer, it is natural to consider electrostatics as the main driving force for the observed structural changes, and we adopt this view in the description that follows.


A polymer—free vesicular solution at $C_S = 40$ mm (sample 0, Table 2) was imaged as a reference state and the results confirm those previously presented. Essentially small unilamellar vesicles in the range 20–70 nm are observed by cryo-TEM, as can be seen in Figure 6A. Also apparent in the figure is the spherical shape of the vesicles and the smooth, integral appearance of the bilayer. A small amount of large vesicular structures (mainly of 0.8–3 μm size) are also present in the vesicle solutions, as detected by light microscopy (not shown here).

(a) J R400—Catanionic System. When J R400 is added at a concentration higher than 0.001 wt %
solutions with $C_S > 20$ mm, a bluish, turbid solution phase persists, until a certain value of $f_{p+}$ is attained (cf. Figure 4). Addition of a polymer amount corresponding to the lowest value of $f_{p+}$ investigated, at $C_S = 40$ mm (sample 1, Table 2) did not result in significant structural change and SUVs remain the dominant structure. Yet, a higher fraction of multilamellar vesicles (MLVs), in comparison to the polymer-free solution, is clearly observed. These MLVs can be seen in Figure 6B, where particularly striking is the large number of concentric bilayers observed. This is in contrast to the polymer-free solution where only bilamellar vesicles are detected and in low concentration.

As $f_{p+}$ further increases, toward the vicinity of the precipitation boundary (samples 2 and 3), a dramatic change is seen to occur: faceted vesicles and disklike aggregates now become the dominant structure. A micrograph of sample 3, representative of these changes, is shown in Figure 6C. The effect of the polyelectrolyte on the vesicle structure, at a value of $f_{p+} = 0.059$, is evident. Smooth-shaped spherical vesicles are practically absent and they are replaced with faceted, polyhedron-like vesicles. Some of these vesicles are ruptured, i.e. they show membrane discontinuities (2). In addition to these structures, aggregates of disklike shape (x) are clearly seen in Figure 6C. Both edge-on (w) and face-on (x) projections of the disks with respect to the electron beam are visible. Some irregularly shaped bilayer fragments (y) are seen as well. The black contour line on some of these fragments (2) indicates that they are partially viewed in an edge-on orientation, a situation which reflects the fact that the membrane sheet is a flexible surface. We note that disklike micelles have been previously imaged also in the SDS-DDAB system,21 in the absence of polymer but for lower values of $X_{DDAB}$ (0.13–0.25) than those present in the current samples (0.29).

From sample 2 to 3, the molar fraction of polymer charge is increased 3-fold, but the changes are not very significant. Large faceted vesicles and membrane fragments occur more sparsely in sample 3 than in 2; moreover, sample 3 has a large dominance of disks and faceted vesicles of small size. This may imply that prior to phase separation small and "stiff" bilayer aggregates

![Figure 6](image-url)
(disks) are more favored than larger and relatively more flexible ones (membranes). The evolution of aggregate shape in the system, upon polymer addition, may be summed up with the following sequence: SUVs → coexistence of SUVs and MLVs → faceted vesicles → coexistence of disks and faceted vesicles → precipitate formation.

(b) LM200–Catanionic System. Addition of LM200 to the vesicle solution induces structural effects on the vesicle bilayer comparable to those observed with JR400 (Table 3). In fact, as the polymer concentration increases (and, concurrently, charge neutralization in the system increases), there is a gradual formation of faceted vesicles and disklike aggregates. Moreover, the variety of coexisting aggregate forms increases. At a value of $\alpha^*$ as low as 0.0012 (sample 1, Table 3), faceted vesicles can already be observed (Figure 7A). From a closer inspection of the micrographs, one can also see that close to the edges of the grid holes (i.e., along the walls of the polymer support film) there is an agglomeration of small vesicles, many of which overlap each other. Larger vesicles are seen at the center of the sample film. This is contrary to what is expected. It is well known that from center to edge in the vitrified film there is usually a gradient of aggregate sizes (larger objects toward the edge)—a consequence of the meniscus shape of the liquid film that spans the grid hole. The observation then strongly suggests that the small vesicles at the edge are somehow interconnected, forming clusters of large size and molecular weight (as compared to the larger vesicles). The effect can be understood if one realizes that the interaction of LM200 with the vesicles can involve molecular contact. The hydrophobic side chains, bearing the charge, can anchor in the oppositely charged vesicle bilayer, opening the possibility of vesicle cross-linking (often termed bridging). Since the mean contour length between the hydrophobes, 10 nm, is on the order of the diameter of the small vesicles, 20–30 nm (Figure 3), it is reasonable to picture that even one LM200 molecule can make cross-links between several small vesicles. We are unable to see the polymer chain itself in the TEM.
micrographs since its diameter is below the resolution of our imaging technique.\(^1\)

When the concentration of polymer is doubled for the same surfactant concentration (sample 3, Table 3), the cross-linking effect becomes even more evident. Clusters of relatively large size containing many bilayer aggregates are observed (Figure 7B), suggesting that the constituent aggregates are strongly interconnected. It is possible to establish the presence of quasispherical small vesicles inside the clusters, but mainly highly deformed polyhedron-like aggregates and membranes fragments are observed. For a sample in close vicinity to the LP-boundary (sample 4, Table 3), a large number of ruptured vesicular structures together with clusters of small vesicles are seen (Figure 7C).

The occurrence of the interconnected vesicles and dense clusters in Figure 7A–C is thus a novel feature of the LM200–surfactant system, as compared to the JR400 system. Also, from the comparison between Tables 2 and 3, it seems that the formation of disk aggregates prior to phase separation is more favored in the JR400 system. For the LM200 system the aggregate evolution toward the LP-boundary is in the direction of faceted vesicles (common feature) and vesicle clusters (novel feature). These differences are likely to stem mainly from the presence of the hydrophobes in the backbone of the LM200 polymer.

4. Microstructure in the Polymer–Rich Phase. (a) JR400–Catonionic System. Samples lying in the polymer–rich phase of this system are highly viscous and therefore pose difficulties in the preparation of thin films in the TEM grids. Nevertheless, it was possible to successfully obtain their imaging with cryo-TEM. Similar factors to those governing structure in the surfactant-rich solution phase region seem to be present here, where now a small excess of polymer charge exists. Immediately above the UP-boundary (close to charge neutralization), the turbid and viscous samples show nondosed bilayer structures as their dominant aggregation form. Disklike aggregates and large membrane fragments are observed, respectively, for samples 4 and 5 in Table 2. In Figure 8A, a micrograph of sample 5 is shown, where large bilayer fragments can be seen. At higher polymer concentration, in sample 7 (Figure 8B), disklike structures become the dominating structure. Upon further addition of polymer (Figure 8C) essentially vesicles of small size, 20–30 nm in diameter, mostly intact, can be seen. Again the vesicle wall is in most cases polygon-like. The smaller number density of the vesicles, as compared with Figure 6A, reflects the lower surfactant concentration for this sample. It is striking to observe that at this high polymer concentration, above the neutralization line, the precipitate disappears and gel–like homogeneous samples are found, where the vesicular structure is reformed. In Figure 8D, mostly disklike structures are observed. They can be seen both in the face-on orientation, creating an almost “fuzzy” background, and in the edge-on orientation. In addition, it is remarkable to note that the vesicular structures display a nonspherical, almost elliptical shape. In this sample, contrary to the surfactant-rich-solution samples, faceted objects are practically absent and the vesicles are mostly intact.

At constant total surfactant concentration, one can then sum up the effect of increasing concentration of polymer (samples 5, 7, and 8 corresponding to parts A, B, and C of Figure 8, respectively). As polymer is added, a transition in the prevailing structure from large membrane fragments to disklike aggregates and then to SUVs is observed, suggesting an increase in the mean curvature of the aggregate as the excess of polymer charge increases. Also, the change seems to be accompanied by an increase of structural polydispersity. The trends are thus basically opposite to those observed in the solution phase as the LP-boundary is approached at fixed surfactant concentration (samples 0, 1, and 3). A consistent structural evolution is also seen in the gel region when the polymer concentration is kept constant
The magnitude of both $G'$ and $G''$ increases with surfactant concentration, as can be seen in Figure 9b, and the same trend applies for the slope of $\log G'$ vs log frequency, which has a value of 0.34 for 10 mm as compared to 0.26 for 5 mm. Moreover, at high frequencies the value of $G'$ is clearly higher than $G''$ for all concentrations, but as the frequency decreases toward the lowest value, $G'$ and $G''$ approach each other for 7.5 and 10 mm, whereas for 5 mm the difference between them remains practically constant.

This limited rheological study shows that the samples have a gel-like viscoelastic behavior that is dependent on both polymer and surfactant concentration in a complex way. It is possible that the trends observed are correlated with changes in the global microstructure (dominant aggregate shape and aggregate diversity) of the gels both as the polymer concentration increases at fixed $C_S$ or as $C_S$ increases at fixed polymer concentration (Table 2). Further characterization of the rheological behavior of the samples in this polymer–rich single phase region is clearly needed and is being currently done, in order to clarify those trends and relate them to the direct structural imaging.

(b) LM200–Catanionic System. Due to the even higher viscosity of the gel samples observed for this system, as compared to the previous one, it was not possible to make a detailed imaging study for this area. However, we note that sample 5 (Table 3) showed the presence of disks and membrane fragments, albeit in much lower concentration than in the JR400 samples. This suggests that other types of structures, probably of much larger size than that accessible by cryo-TEM (5–1000 nm), might be present. For example, when observed on a light microscope the same sample showed the presence of clusters of spherical particles, most likely consisting of vesicles (not shown). The vesicles are almost entirely in the range of 10 $\mu$m, no multilamellar structures are seen, and tubular structures also occur. All these individual structures occur in cluster domains of roughly 50 $\mu$m$^2$ of area in the focus plane, apparently highly interconnected. The domains are most likely to be responsible not only for the viscosity of the gels but also for the intensely bluish translucence displayed. The viscous solutions with $C_S$ = 1–2 mm show identical type of aggregates when viewed on the light microscope (not shown).

5. Comparison between Polyelectrolyte–Catanionic and Polyelectrolyte–Anionic Systems. Some qualitative comparisons between the phase behavior of the investigated systems and that of the previously reported JR400–SDS$^{42–44}$ and LM200–SDS$^{31,39}$ systems are relevant here. The polymer–catanionic systems have some different features: (i) the surfactant consists of a mixture of amphiphiles with an excess amount of the anionic one; (ii) the surfactant is initially aggregated into large structures–vesicles–bearing a net negative charge; and (iii) the concentration of monomeric surfactant is assumed to be low; i.e., $C_{monomer} \ll C_{mc}$ (neat anionic surfactant).

A common feature for all the mixtures is the occurrence of an extensive region of phase separation of the associative type, as shown in the phase map in Figure 10. The polymer charge is plotted vs the surfactant charge, since (i) the polyelectrolytes have different charge density and (ii) for a given surfactant concentration, there is a net charge concentration in the catanionic system which is lower than that in the micellar...
tem, it has been suggested that the polymer–surfactant complex at enhanced ionic strength. In the presence of 10 mM NaCl, phase separation is enhanced; i.e., the coacervation line is shifted to lower SDS concentration. The effect has been considered to result from a decreased solubility of the polymer–surfactant complex at enhanced ionic strength. The effect of DDAB addition is obviously very different from a simple electrolyte effect. First, the concentration of NaBr in the catanionic system—resulting from the formation of the neutral DDA+–DS− pair—is relatively low, at the total surfactant concentration where phase separation takes place. Moreover, the amphiphilic salt DDAB can associate hydrophobically with the anionic surfactant and the polymer, contributing to the net charge stoichiometry required for phase separation in the system.

**Redissolution.** A general observation in Figure 10 is that the two-phase area for all systems is more stable upon excess surfactant charge than upon excess polymer charge. The redissolution boundary of the JR400–catanionic system is shifted to larger surfactant charge as compared to the JR400–SDS system. It is known that a polyelectrolyte derives its solubility in water from the large entropy of mixing associated with the dissociation of its counterions. Addition of a high enough amount of salt decreases this gain in counterion entropy and may suppress the solubility of the polyelectrolyte. We note that in the catanionic system, at the higher total surfactant concentrations investigated, the concentration of NaBr resulting from SDS–DDAB neutralization may be high enough to induce such type of salting out effect on polyelectrolyte solubility.

For the LM200 systems, other mechanisms for redissolution are present, since the polymer interacts hydrophobically with the surfactant, forming molecularly mixed aggregates. First, it should be noted that the redissolution boundary is a straight line in linear–linear plots of polymer concentration vs surfactant concentration for both the LM200–SDS and the LM200–catanionic systems. The observed linearity means that redissolution occurs at a fixed charge stoichiometry. It is also observed in the LM200–SDS system that, at redissolution, the concentration of free surfactant is roughly equal to the cmc of neat SDS. This has been interpreted as an indication that redissolution requires that a large net negative charge is attained and/or that the mixed micellar cross-links between different polymer chains disappear. This should occur when the surfactant can form micelles alone; i.e., when the free surfactant concentration is close to the cmc. Furthermore, a surfactant-to-hydrophobe ratio (binding ratio) in the mixed micelle equal to ∼5 is found at redissolution. In the presence of 10 mM of NaCl, the cmc is lowered and a larger binding ratio is needed for redissolution; i.e., higher surfactant binding is needed to compensate for the screening of the charges. When turning to the LM200–catanionic system, an explanation for the observed profile of the redissolution line (Figure 10) can be sought, at least partially, in the same trends as for the LM200–SDS system. (i) First, in the catanionic system the free surfactant concentration is very low (Cmon ≪ cmcSDS). Thus, redissolution may occur at much lower surfactant concentration than in the LM200–SDS system (cf. lower surfactant charge in Figure 10). (ii) The slope of the redissolution boundary is considerably lower in the catanionic system as compared to the anionic system (Figure 5), indicating...
that a much larger surfactant-to-hydrophobe ratio is to be attained for redissolution in the former system. We note that both observations (i) and (ii) are qualitatively similar to those found for the polymer–SDS–10 mM NaCl system, but the effects are much more pronounced. Thus, the presence of relative large concentration of NaBr in the catanionic system cannot simply justify the observations. It is likely that other mechanisms also play a role in redissolution.

IV. Summary

1. Structural Effects in the Surfactant-Rich Phase. The addition of polyelectrolyte to a solution of oppositely charged vesicles can have large effects in the structure and stability of the vesicles. Without polyelectrolyte, repulsive double layer forces stabilize the charged vesicles. Screening of the electrostatic repulsions by the polyelectrolyte, which can be seen as a giant counterion, may cause a decrease in the colloidal stability of the vesicles, leading to attractive interaction and thus to flocculation of the aggregates.45,46 In the current catanionic vesicle systems, in the absence of polymer, there is a non-negligible concentration of salt (NaBr) arising from cationic–anionic surfactant neutralization (counterion release). Addition of polyelectrolyte increases the free salt concentration in the system and thus screens even further the vesicle–vesicle repulsions. It can thus be observed that very low concentrations of polymer charge are sufficient to induce phase separation, in this case leading to the formation of solidlike precipitates.

At the molecular level, the adsorption of the polyelectrolyte on the vesicle surface may induce dramatic structural effects on the vesicles. Extensive work has been done for the case of mixtures of polypeptides or peripheral proteins and charged liposomes, model systems which directly resemble cell environments.17–20 Different phenomena arising from local polyelectrolyte–oppositely charged amphiphile interactions in vesicle systems have been reported for some time. The polyelectrolyte has been seen to induce a rise in the gel-to-fluid transition temperature of the lipid chains of the vesicle.47,48 The polyelectrolyte can also induce an asymmetry in composition between the inner and outer layer in mixed charged liposomes (polyelectrolyte-induced flip-flop).49 Formation of microdomains in the vesicle surface has been demonstrated by 2H NMR when a polycation adsorbs in mixed anionic–zwitterionic lipid vesicles.22

In the polymer–catanionic vesicle systems studied here, it is clear that the macromolecule induces morphological changes in the bilayer already at very low overall charge neutralization. The vesicle shape is no longer spheroidal and faceted vesicles form instead. This morphology of the bilayer is visible similar to that seen for lipid vesicles in the gel phase, i.e. for vesicle dispersions below their chain transition temperature (Tc).5 The observed facets in the JR400– and LM200–vesicle systems seem to be a direct consequence of polymer adsorption onto the vesicle surface. It is also possible that due to the specific interaction between polymer charges and the anionic SDS molecules, the polymer may induce domain formation in the catanionic membrane and/or an increase in the Tc for the catanionic vesicles. The deformations of the bilayer wall could also result from polymer–mediated vesicle-vesicle attractive forces, since both polymers are able to bridge several vesicles, as discussed below.

Figure 11. Schematic view of the possible structure for the gel-like samples, involving polymer–aggregate networks. (a) The JR400 system, where mainly electrostatic interactions occur. Faceted and spherical vesicles are depicted, as well as disklike aggregates (shown in edge-on position), in accordance with cryo-TEM imaging. (b) The LM200 system, where both hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions are present. This type of cross-linking could explain the "gel" formation and also the isolated clusters imaged in the surfactant-rich solution phase.

Some qualitative differences exist between the effects induced by JR400 and by LM200 as the polymer concentration is increased toward phase separation. JR400 is a larger molecule (≈1 μm) than LM200, it has higher charge density but bears no grafted chains. It can be reasonably seen as flexible polymer in a sea of vesicles. Due to its dimensions and the electrostatic interactions, it can bridge several of these aggregates, whose average size is around 30 nm. As the JR400 concentration increases, the closed faceted vesicles are no longer the only stable structure and small disklike aggregates can be seen. In comparison with the homopolymer, LM200 has lower charge density and smaller contour length but the possibility of anchoring directly in the bilayer through its alkyl side chains. In this case the polymer adsorption involves molecular contact between the polymer and the vesicle. The formation of disk aggregates seems to be less favored in this system, for reasons that require further investigation. Two main effects are induced: (i) formation of ruptured, faceted vesicles and (ii) formation of clusters of vesicles, seemingly due to vesicle–vesicle bridging by the polymer chains.

2. Microstructure of the Polymer–Rich Phase. At very high polymer concentration, the occurrence of markedly viscous samples in the JR400– and LM200–catanionic systems displaying a bluish appearance suggests the presence of large aggregates. Oscillatory rheological measurements indicate a gel-like viscoelastic behavior for these samples, and the existence of the aggregates could be confirmed by the cryo-TEM method. The TEM data show that the structure of the gel may involve different types of surfactant aggregates–vesicles, disks, or large membrane fragments–depending on polymer–surfactant charge stoichiometry. This structural polymorphism might be reflected in the observed trends for the rheological behavior. In Figure 11a a schematic view of the possible structure for the network involving polymer and surfactant aggregates in the JR400 system is presented, on the basis of the cryo-TEM imaging.
The formation of gels occurs for roughly similar values of the molar fraction of polymer charge in both systems, thus implying that electrostatics is the main driving force for gel formation. For the LM200 system, however, the alkyl chains of the polymer can also anchor hydrophobically to the oppositely charged bilayer. Thus, the gel can be intuitively pictured as a network of vesicles, or other type of bilayered aggregates, cross-linked by the polymer backbone in molecular contact with the bilayer (Figure 11b). We note that vesicle–polymer networks have been previously suggested for some systems containing hydrophobically modified polymers,10,11 but to our best knowledge this is the first TEM indication for such type of network structures. The strong hydrophobic interactions can considerably increase the viscosity of the LM200 gels as compared to the JR400 ones (where only electrostatic interactions play a role), for similar values of charge stoichiometry. Indeed, comparatively stronger gels are observed by the naked eye for the LM200–cationic system. It is likely that for this system, the ratio between surfactant tails and polymer hydrophobes is also a determining factor on the dynamic properties of the gel. A systematic rheological characterization of this type of gels is being currently undertaken, in close connection with the direct structural imaging.
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